Math 249 L04 Fall 2009: Quiz Notes
Quiz
1
2
3
4

Material covered (E=Exercise, A=Assignment)
B13 and B15
B14 and B16
up to and including E1 and A1 up to and including E2 and A2
E2, E3, A2, A3
E3, E4, A3, A4
E4, E5, A4, A5
E5, E6, A5, A6
E8, E9, A8, A9
E8, A8

Here are a few things (courtesy of Dr. Ling) to remember when writing your WeBWorK
quizzes:
• Make sure you have a U of C IT account.
• You write the quizzes in MS 317.
• Quizzes will be based on the Assignments and Exercises. Note however that most questions in your Assignments and Exercises contain randomly generated numbers. You
should expect this to be the case also for the quizzes.
• Windows Calculator is allowed. You may not use your own calculator.
• You should bring your own scrap paper.
• You will be allowed a total of three submissions for the entire quiz. You cannot submit
answers question by question. When you make one submission for marking, it counts as
one attempt for the entire quiz, even if you have answered just one question.
• Your quiz page has a time-display to show you roughly how much time is left for you.
The computer starts timing you from the moment you click into the quiz page. The
computer will give you signals when you are about to run out of time. If you have not
yet submitted when you receive a warning that time is almost up, you should use your
first attempt immediately even if you have not finished the entire quiz.
• You should never use the BACK button on your browser. Its use will create inaccurate
readings on the time-display, since the time-display is for your easy reference and is
not what the computer uses to time you. Use the links and buttons available within
WeBWorK to go from page to page.
• You can write your quiz for 50 minutes or until 55 minutes from the official start time
of your lab, whichever comes first. Thus if you are late by no more than 5 minutes, you
will have 50 minutes, but if you are late by more than 5 minutes you will have less than
50 minutes to write your quiz.

